Strock Missionary Update – 4/27/2022

Thank you!
“For the ministry of this service is not only supplying the needs of the saints but is also
overflowing in many acts of thanksgiving to God.” -2nd Corinthians 9:12
Many times this past couple months we have been overwhelmed with thanks for the
generosity of so many of you. Often when Kori’s come home from a double grocery run Valya
has offered to give some money for the food. We’ve been able to tell her of your generosity.
Her and Piotr’s response are always “Slava Boga” (Praise God). We strongly feel that we are
living out the passage above. God is supplying the needs of the saints and it’s overflowing in
many acts of thanksgiving to God.
Kori was able to be at the birth of our guest’s new baby girl Kamila. Piotr, the dad, had to stay
home with the three boys, so Kori went to be with Valya as a support.
We continue to adjust to life with a family of 6 Ukrainians. Valya gave birth to her baby girl 2 weeks
ago. Kori was able to be at the birth with her. The three boys have been a challenge. All three of
them have disabilities which makes finding school for them very difficult. I was able to find Piotr
work with the contractor who does work on our house. Because of this often he’s been able to work
at home!
Please continue to pray for us as we learn to communicate and have grace with each other.
Ukrainian and Czech are similar so we can sometimes understand each other, but mostly we just
use a translation app on our phones. We are so thankful for our pastor, Kuba who has been helping
us so much as we keep trying to find schooling for the boys. Please pray for more people from the
church to help us make the connections we need to make.

Pursuing The Mission In Light Of War
We were able to talk with our friend and coworker Sasha in Ukraine recently. He continues to
serve faithfully distributing aid and helping with the evacuation of refugees into Central and
Eastern Europe. So far JV has been able to send in well over 100 tons of aid and evacuate
more than 2,000 people and place them with families or help them on their way. Because of
our network of 100+ churches in Ukraine our coworkers have been able to personally deliver
this aid all over the country. Check out some stories of this on JV’s Facebook page, Instagram,
or Twitter.
Please pray for Josiah Venture as we seek to create a long-term rhythm for how to engage the
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crisis while not swerving from the mission of equipping young leaders to fulfill Christ’s
commission through the local church. Pray that we would be able to equip the church to be
the church in a new world.
I (Greg) continue to meet with leaders across the region for coaching and mentoring. This week I
coached a young leader for the last time. Coaching typically has an end date since it is so goal
focused. I had been meeting with this leader on a monthly basis for the last 2 years. We worked
through things like honoring the leadership of your church while at the same time challenging them
to think and serve differently. This is a challenge I frequently coach young leaders through. This
young leader told me with thankfulness that he had met his goals and had the steps in place to
move forward. Thank you for supporting us so that we can have coaching conversations like this.
Pray for us as we prepare for summer. We have two summer interns coming next month, one of
which will live with us for 6 months. Obviously, we already have a full house. Pray for wisdom as we
figure out things like housing, ministry opportunities and mentoring.

Here are some ways you can be praying for us:
•
•
•

For grace and wisdom in living with so many people in the house.
For guidance and provision as we help the Ukrainians find long-term living
solutions.
For our upcoming summer ministry with interns (we have two interns coming
this summer, one of whom will live with us for 6 months).

We are so thankful for you. Thank you for giving and praying. God is being exalted among the
nations because of your generosity.
In Christ,
Greg, Kori, Elizabeth, Sophia and Madeleine Strock
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"I wish she was our baby." -- Madeleine, on seeing Kamila for the first time.
Pictured: Elizabeth and 9-day-old Kamila
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